3rd Quarter Research Presentation Project Choices

- Influence of a Genre
  - Pick a genre of dance and then describe/discuss the influences other styles had on it
  - Vice versa.
- Dance and Disabilities
  - How those with disabilities are able to dance, famous disabled dancers, and “defeating odds”
- Dance as a Medicine
  - Kinesthetic empathy, dance/art/music therapy
- Early Dance Forms of a Culture
  - How dances in a culture have evolved
    - Eastern Europe
    - Western Europe
    - China
    - Africa
    - Caribbean Islands
    - Latin Countries
    - Japan
    - Irish jig
    - Tango
    - Tap
    - Ballroom
- Influences of Hip Hop Dance on Culture
- Dance during important historical periods of Time. How it has changed from then and now
  - Renaissance
  - Baroque
  - English Regency
  - Polka Craze (mid-19th century)
  - Ragtime
  - Roaring Twenties
  - Swing
  - Contemporary
  - Street
• Artistic interpretation: How Music, Costume, Emotions and Lighting can emphasize the choreography?

• Different shows and their influence in dance
  o Dancing with the Stars
  o So You think You can Dance
  o America’s Got Talent
  o etc.

• WORLD Dance Forms: Hawaiian Hula, Kathak, Irish, Flamenco, Spiritual Dance, American Indian, African, Chinese.

• Comparison of styles, i.e. Hip hop US/Eng. Dance Companies: MCB, NYCB +
• Dance in Advertising
• Nutrition/Body Image…what is healthy?
• Comparison of college dance programs